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Edwin Johnson rightly realised the Western Historical Narrative before 1400 CE is creative fiction.

Edwin Johnson (1842–1901) was an English historian … made the radical claim that the 
whole of the so-called Dark Ages between 700 and 1400 A. D. had never occurred, but had 
been invented by Christian writers who created imaginary characters and events.

Wikipedia – Edwin Johnson (historian)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_Johnson_%28historian%29

The Phantom Frosts in Tegg’s Frost Chronology indicate the period of Phantom History 
begins in 220 AD and finishes in 1400 CE.

Given the date range of the Antonine Plague [165-180 AD] it’s not unreasonable to adjust 
the calendar alignment so that 220 AD equates to 1400 CE i.e. an offset of 1,180 years.

Malaga Bay - 1400 Years of Fabricated Frosts
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/01/1400-years-of-fabricated-frosts/

The denarius, Gordian III, and Sol Invictus came to the end of the line in 1424 CE.

Malaga Bay - Sardis 2: Coin Chronology
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/08/23/sardis-2-coin-chronology/

Therefore, it's no surprise to learn the minting of coins in Moscow began between 1380 and 1400.

Russian Money
…
Following the defeat of the Mongols' Golden Horde at the Don River in 1380 by Dmitri 
Ivanovich Donskoi, Grand Prince of Moscow, and building of a stone fort at the Kremlin, 
moneyers counterstamped foreign coins and introduced local minting. As the fur trade 
flourished, they initiated a controlled operation in Moscow, Novgorod, and Ryazan and, in 
1400, in Tver. Much of the design, which featured Mongol motifs and ornately scrolled 
Arabic lettering, lacked truly Russian style.

Coins and Currency - Mary Ellen Snodgrass - 2007
https://archive.org/details/coinscurrency00mary/page/387/mode/1up

The Battle of Kulikovo was fought between the armies of the Golden Horde, under the 
command of Mamai, and various Russian principalities, under the united command of 
Prince Dmitry of Moscow. The battle took place on 8 September 1380, at the Kulikovo Field
near the Don River (now Tula Oblast, Russia) and was won by Dmitry, who became known
as Donskoy, 'of the Don' after the battle. 

Wikipedia - Battle of Kulikovo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Kulikovo

There's a strange narrative that suggests Russia began minting Byzantine style coins in 988 AD.

Russian Money
…
Based on Byzantine issue, the first true Russian coinage dates to A.D. 988, when a gold 
coin and smaller silver pieces circulated alongside Scandinavian and western European 
coins and Arabic dirhans.

Coins and Currency - Mary Ellen Snodgrass - 2007
https://archive.org/details/coinscurrency00mary/page/387/mode/1up

Note: Strange narratives contain a mix of national, political, and religious spin storylines.

Unscrambling this strange narrative by applying the Late Roman Rulers adjustment indicates the 
Byzantine style coins appeared in Russia during [988 + 394 =] 1382 CE.

Early Roman Rulers [ending      with Gordian III]       are incremented by 1,180 years.
Late   Roman Rulers [beginning with Philip the Arab] are incremented by    394 years.

Malaga Bay - Sardis 12: Roman Reversal
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/10/25/sardis-12-roman-reversal/

The revised 1382 dating of the Byzantine coins coincides with the period of counterstamped foreign
coins and locally minted coins lacking “Russian style” that began between 1380 and 1400.

Russian Money
…
Following the defeat of the Mongols' Golden Horde at the Don River in 1380 by Dmitri 
Ivanovich Donskoi, Grand Prince of Moscow, and building of a stone fort at the Kremlin, 
moneyers counterstamped foreign coins and introduced local minting. As the fur trade 
flourished, they initiated a controlled operation in Moscow, Novgorod, and Ryazan and, in 
1400, in Tver. Much of the design, which featured Mongol motifs and ornately scrolled 
Arabic lettering, lacked truly Russian style.

Coins and Currency - Mary Ellen Snodgrass - 2007
https://archive.org/details/coinscurrency00mary/page/387/mode/1up

A denga was a Russian monetary unit with a value latterly equal to ½ kopek … 

Production of dengas as minted coins began in the middle of the 14th century.

In their earliest form they were imitations of the silver coinage of the khans of the Golden
Horde, usually bearing blundered or meaningless legends.

Weighing about a gram, they were prepared by cutting silver wire into measured lengths, 
beating each length flat, and then striking the resulting blank between two dies.

This resulted in slightly elongated coins, often showing traces of the original wire from 
which they had been taken.

Wikipedia - Denga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denga

Another strange narrative suggests Ukrainian hryvnia were stamped in the 1200s [during the 
coinless “Mongol-dominated era”] in a Russian settlement [Saratov] that wasn't founded until 1590.

Russian Money
…
After the coinless, Mongol-dominated era from the 1100s to the 1300s, the revival of trade 
and commerce demanded coins.
…
At Saratov in the 1200s, the Bulgars stamped the amorphous Ukrainian hryvnia (also 
hryvna and grivna), a deeply incised ingot resembling unrefined silver ore.

Coins and Currency - Mary Ellen Snodgrass - 2007
https://archive.org/details/coinscurrency00mary/page/387/mode/1up

Saratov is … a major port on the Volga River upstream (north) of Volgograd. 
…
While the exact date of the foundation of modern Saratov is unknown, plausible 
theories date it to ca. 1590, during the reign (1584–1598) of Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich, who 
constructed several settlements along the Volga River in order to secure the southeastern 
boundary of his state. Town status was granted to it in 1708.

Wikipedia - Saratov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saratov#History

Unscrambling this strange narrative suggests the Bulgar stamped hryvnia is Turkic and that the 
“Mongol-dominated era” was far from coinless.

Uvek, a city of the Golden Horde, stood near the site of the modern city of Saratov from 
the mid-13th century until its destruction by Tamerlane in 1395. 

Wikipedia - Saratov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saratov#History

The Golden Horde, self-designated as Ulug Ulus, lit. 'Great State' in Turkic, was originally 
a Mongol and later Turkicized khanate established in the 13th century and originating as 
the northwestern sector of the Mongol Empire. With the fragmentation of the Mongol 
Empire after 1259 it became a functionally separate khanate. It is also known as the Kipchak
Khanate or as the Ulus of Jochi.

Wikipedia - Golden Horde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_Horde

The Bulgars were Turkic semi-nomadic warrior tribes that flourished in the Pontic–
Caspian steppe and the Volga region during the 7th century. … During their westward 
migration across the Eurasian steppe, the Bulgar tribes absorbed other tribal groups and 
cultural influences in a process of ethnogenesis, including Iranian, Finnic and Hunnic tribes.
…
The Bulgars spoke a Turkic language, i.e. Bulgar language of Oghuric branch.
…
They merged subsequently with established Byzantine populations, as well as with 
previously settled Slavic tribes, and were eventually Slavicized, thus forming the ancestors 
of modern Bulgarians. The remaining Pontic Bulgars migrated in the 7th century to the 
Volga River, where they founded the Volga Bulgaria; they preserved their identity well 
into the 13th century. The modern Volga Tatars and Chuvash people claim to have 
originated from the Volga Bulgars.

Wikipedia - Bulgars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulgars

Timur (1336-1405) … Turco-Mongol conqueror who founded the Timurid Empire in and 
around modern-day Afghanistan, Iran and Central Asia … Orthodox tradition states that 
later, in 1395 Timur, having reached the frontier of the Principality of Ryazan, had taken 
Elets and started advancing towards Moscow.

Wikipedia - Timur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamerlane

However, there's a counter claim that the Kyiv hryvnia “existed before” the “Tatar invasion”.

In the 11 century, the word "hryvnia" got a different meaning — weight. 
During 11 century silver hryvnia weighing between 160 and 205 grams … 

There were several types of hryvnias.
The most common one in circulation was called the Kyiv hryvnia.
It had a hexagonal shape and weighed 150 grams of silver.

This money existed before the Tatar invasion. 
…
The Novgorod hryvnias had the appearance of long silver sticks and weighed 240 grams. 
The Chernihiv hryvnia was transitional from Kyiv's to Novgorod's hryvnia.

Wikipedia - History of Ukrainian Hryvnia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Ukrainian_hryvnia

Unfortunately, this counter claim depends upon the strange narrative of the “Tatar invasion”.

The Russo-Crimean Wars were fought between the forces of Russia and the Nogays of the 
Crimean Khanate during the 16th century over the region around the Volga River.
…
The Crimean invasions of Russia began in 1507, after the death of Moscow's grand duke 
Ivan III, with the Crimean Khanate attacking the Russian towns of Belev and Kozelsk. 

Wikipedia - Russo-Crimean Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russo-Crimean_Wars

In May 1571, the 120,000-strong Crimean and Turkish army (80,000 Tatars, 33,000 
irregular Turks, and 7,000 janissaries) … bypassed the Serpukhov defensive fortifications on
the Oka River, crossed the Ugra River, and rounded the flank of the 6,000-man Russian 
army. The sentry troops of Russians were crushed by the Crimeans. Not having forces to 
stop the invasion, the Russian army retreated to Moscow. The rural Russian population also 
fled to the capital.

The Crimean army devastated unprotected towns and villages around Moscow, and then set 
fire to suburbs … Within three hours, Moscow burnt completely. In one more day, the 
Crimean army, sated with its pillage, left on the Ryazan road to the steppes.

Contemporaries counted up to 80,000 victims of the invasion in 1571, with 150,000 Russian 
taken as captives. Papal ambassador Possevin testified of the devastation: he counted in 
1580 no more than 30,000 inhabitants of Moscow, although in 1520 the Moscow population 
was about 100,000. [citation needed] 

Wikipedia - Russo-Crimean Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russo-Crimean_Wars

The Fire of Moscow occurred on May 24, 1571, when the Crimean and Turkish army (8,000
Crimean Tatars, 33,000 irregular Turks and 7,000 janissaries)[citation needed] led by the 
khan of Crimea Devlet I Giray, bypassed the Serpukhov defensive fortifications on the Oka 
River, crossed the Ugra River, and rounded the flank of the 60,000-man Russian army. 

Wikipedia - Fire of Moscow (1571)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire_of_Moscow_(1571)

In 1520 Moscow was said to contain 45,000 houses and 100,000 inhabitants. 
Ivan IV annexed Novgorod and Pskov to Moscow, and subdued Kazan and Astrakhan.
But after his reign Moscow suffered from a long series of misfortunes.
In 1547 two conflagrations destroyed nearly the whole of the city, and a few days later 
the Tatar khan of the Crimea advanced against it with 100,000 men. He was compelled 
to retire from the banks of the Oka, but in 1571, taking advantage of the state into which 
Russia was brought by the extravagances of Ivan, he took Moscow and burned all the city 
outside the Kremlin. The gates of the Kremlin having been shut, thousands of people 
perished in the flames, and the annals record that of the 200,000 who then formed the 
population of Moscow, only 30,000 remained.

In 1591 the Tatars of the Crimea were again in Moscow and avenged their repulse from 
the Kremlin on the inhabitants of the unfortified town.
…
During the reign of Feodor or Theodore (1584–1598), Boris Godunov, the regent, ordered 
the murder of the heir to the throne, Demetrius, son of Ivan IV., and himself became tsar of 
Russia. Moscow suffered severely in the struggle which ensued, especially when the 
populace rose and exterminated the Polish garrison, on which occasion the whole of the 
city outside the Kremlin was again burned and plundered.

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 18 - Moscow
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Moscow

In 1520 there were forty-five thousand houses and more than a hundred thousand 
inhabitants. The Gostinoi Dvor was surrounded by a stone wall and stood in the " New 
Suburb." In 1547, two months after the marriage of Ivan IV., a terrible fire broke out in the 
town ; seventeen thousand of the inhabitants perished in the flames, along with their 
houses and many public buildings. In 1571 Moscow was ravaged by the Crimean Khan 
Devlet-Gerai, and in 1648 it again suffered from a terrible fire. … and in 1712 there was 
another great fire; this time nine monasteries were burnt down, thirty-six churches, and 
four thousand houses ; a hundred and thirty persons were burned to death. The reader will 
begin to think that the history of Moscow is nothing but fires when I add that it again 
suffered from fire in 1737.

Russia, Travels and Studies - Annette M B Meakin - 1906
https://archive.org/details/cu31924028397929/page/99/mode/1up

The Crimean Khanate … in old European historiography and geography known as Little 
Tartary, was a Crimean Tatar state existing from 1441 to 1783, the longest-lived of the 
Turkic khanates that succeeded the empire of the Golden Horde.

Wikipedia - Crimean Khanate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimean_Khanate

Unscrambling the strange narrative of the Tatar invasion suggests there was a Tartar expulsion.

Ivan IV Vasilyevich, commonly known in English as Ivan the Terrible was the grand prince
of Moscow from 1533 to 1547 and the first Tsar of all Russia from 1547 to 1584.
…
A group of reformers known as the "Chosen Council" united around the young Ivan, 
declaring him tsar (emperor) of All Rus' in 1547 at the age of 16 and establishing the 
Tsardom of Russia with Moscow as the predominant state.

Ivan's reign was characterised by Russia's transformation from a medieval state to an empire
under the tsar but at an immense cost to its people and its broader, long-term economy.

Wikipedia - Ivan the Terrible
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_the_Terrible

Crimea: In 1556 Moscow, in alliance with Dmytro Vyshnevetsky of the Zaporozhian 
Cossacks attempted several raids on the Black Sea coast. This policy was abandoned after
the start of the Livonian war.

Wikipedia - Expansion of Russia (1500–1800)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expansion_of_Russia_1500%E2%80%931800

The Tatars eventually lost their influence in the regions. 

Wikipedia - Russo-Crimean Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russo-Crimean_Wars

The first kopek coins, minted at Novgorod and Pskov from about 1534 onwards, show a 
horseman with a spear. From the 1540s on, the horseman bore a crown; doubtless the 
intention was to represent Ivan the Terrible, Grand Prince of all Russia until 1547, and tsar 
thereafter. 

Wikipedia - Kopek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kopek

From the 14th to the 17th centuries the ruble was neither a coin nor a currency but rather a
unit of weight. The most used currency was a small silver coin called denga (pl. dengi). 
There were two variants of the denga minted in Novgorod and Moscow. The weight of a 
denga silver coin was unstable and inflating, but by 1535 one Novgorod denga weighted 
0.68 grams (0.022 troy ounces), the Moscow denga being a half of the Novgorod denga. 
Thus one account ruble consisted of 100 Novgorod or 200 Moscow dengi (68 g (2.2 ozt) of 
silver). As the Novgorod denga bore the image of a rider with a spear, it later has become 
known as kopek.

Wikipedia - Ruble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruble#History

Either way:

Ivan the Terrible “broke the economic and political power of the leading boyar families” and 
thereby triggered the long series of reprisal invasions of Russia that continue to this very day.

The primary objective of this 400 year invasion narrative has always been the Conquest of 
Russia with the sub-plots cynically arranged to provide window dressing and plausible 
deniability for the wanton death and destruction of disposal assets along with plenty of 
gratuitous collateral damage.

Malaga Bay - Barbarossa Eight
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/06/27/barbarossa-eight/

During the late 1550s, Ivan developed a hostility toward his advisers, the government, and
the boyars. Historians have not determined whether policy differences, personal 
animosities, or mental imbalance caused his wrath. In 1565, he divided Russia into two 
parts: his private domain (or oprichnina) and the public realm (or zemshchina). For his 
private domain, Ivan chose some of the most prosperous and important districts of Russia. In
these areas, Ivan's agents attacked boyars, merchants, and even common people, 
summarily executing some and confiscating land and possessions. Thus began a decade of 
terror in Russia that culminated in the Massacre of Novgorod (1570).

As a result of the policies of the oprichnina, Ivan broke the economic and political power 
of the leading boyar families, thereby destroying precisely those persons who had built up 
Russia and were the most capable of administering it. 

Wikipedia - Tsardom of Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsardom_of_Russia#Late_reign_of_Ivan_IV_and_oprichnina

A boyar or bolyar was a member of the highest rank of the feudal nobility in many 
European nations, including Bulgaria, Russia, Wallachia and Moldavia, and later 
Romania, Lithuania and among Baltic German. Boyars were second only to the ruling 
princes (in Bulgaria, tsars) from the 10th century to the 17th century.

Wikipedia - Boyar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boyar

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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